Let H be a subgroup of π 1 (X, x 0 ). In this paper, we extend the concept of X being SLT space to H-SLT space at x 0 . First, we show that the fibers of the endpoint projection p H :X H → X are topological group when X is H-SLT space at x 0 and H is a normal subgroup. Also, we show that under these conditions the concepts of homotopically path Hausdorff relative to H and homotopically Hausdorff relative to H coincide. Moreover, among other things, we show that the endpoint projection map p H has the unique path lifting property if and only if H is a closed normal subgroup of π qtop 1 (X, x 0 ) when X is SLT at x 0 . Second, we present conditions under which the whisker topology is agree with the quotient of compact-open topology onX H . Also, we study the relationship between open subsets of π wh 1 (X, x 0 ) and π qtop 1 (X, x 0 ).
Introduction and Preliminalies
Throughout this article, we consider a path connected topological space X with a base point x 0 ∈ X. Let H be a subgroup of π 1 (X, x 0 ). We recall the setX H as follows. Consider the equivalence relation ∼ H on the set of all paths in X starting at x 0 , P (X, x 0 ), by α ∼ H β if α(1) = β(1) and [α * β −1 ] ∈ H. ThenX H is the set of all equivalence classes of based paths such as α in X under the relation ∼ H which is denoted by [α] H . The points ofX H are said to be H-equivalent classes.
A classical way to introduce a topology onX H is as the quotient space of the space P (X, x 0 ) equipped with the compact-open topology. We denote the spaceX H equipped with this topology byX top H . Another famous classical topology onX H which is introduced by Spanier [21, proof of Theorem 13, Section 5, Chapter 2] and named by Brodskiy et al. [11] the whisker topology, is as follows (see also [4, Section 2.1] and [16, Section 2] ). Definition 1.1. For any pointed topological space (X, x 0 ) the whisker topology on the setX H is defined by the basis ([α] H , U) = {[α * β] H }, where α is a path in X from x 0 to x 1 , U is a neighborhood of x 1 in X, and β is a path in U originating at x 1 .
In this topology a neighborhood of a H-equivalent class of a path consists of all paths obtained by prolonging the original path by a small amount. We denote the spaceX H equipped with the whisker topology byX wh H . The endpoint projection p H :X wh H → X assigns to each H-equivalence class the end point of its path. We denoteX can be identified with the fundamental group π wh 1 (X, x 0 ). In [12, Proposition 4.20] it is shown that p −1 e (x 0 ) is a topological group under some conditions. In this paper, we address to more general case of this result. Indeed, we address the question of whether the induced topologies on p −1 H (x 0 ) fromX wh H andX top H make it a topological group. In the case H = 1, it fails to be a topological group (see [12] ). Note that p −1 H (x 0 ) ⊂X H forms a group as long as H is a normal subgroup.
The concept of small loop transfer space which have been introduced and studied by Brodskiy et al. [12] is defined as follows: Definition 1.2. A topological space X is called a small loop transfer (SLT for short) space at x 0 if for every path α in X with α(0) = x 0 and for every neighborhood U of x 0 there is a neighborhood V of α(1) = x such that for every loop β in V based at x there is a loop γ in U based at x 0 which is homotopic to α * β * α −1 relative toİ. The space X is called an SLT space if X is SLT at x 0 for every x 0 ∈ X.
We are going to extend the approach of Section 4 in [12] in order to define relative version of small loop transfer spaces with respect to subgroups of the fundamental group. First, we define the concept H-small loop transfer space at x 0 and then H-small loop transfer space (H-SLT for abbreviation), where H is a subgroup of π 1 (X, x 0 ). We show that for an H-SLT space at x 0 the fiber (p
wh , which is agree with
, is a topological group and also (p
H (x 0 )) top is a topological group when X is locally path connected. As a result of this statement, π wh 1 (X, x 0 ) is a topological group if X is small loop transfer at x 0 .
The classical theory of covering spaces is based on construction of the universal covering space for a space X as a space of homotopy classes of certain paths. In the case of path connected, locally path connected, semilocally simply connected spaces there is an obvious choice of topology on such space, which makes it the universal covering space (see [21] ). Many people have attempted to extend the covering-theoretic approach to more general spaces (see e.g. [2, 5, 10, 18, 20] ). For instance, Fox's overlays [18] provide no more information about the subgroup lattice of π 1 (X, x 0 ) than traditional covering maps but admit a much more general classification in terms of the fundamental pro-group. Then, Brazas [5, Definition 3.1] introduces the notion of semicovering map as a local homeomorphism with continuous lifting of paths and homotopies and lpc 0 -covering maps (see [8, Definition 5.3] ) which are defined in terms of unique lifting properties. With the exception of locall triviality, semicoverings enjoy nearly all of the important properties of coverings. lpc 0 -covering maps often exist when standard covering maps do not and provide combinatorial information about fundamental groups of spaces which are not semilocally simply connected. Recall that generalized universal covering maps, which are certain case of lpc 0 -covering maps, for the first time is introduced by Fischer and Zastrow [16] . For example, one-dimensional spaces such as the Hawaiian earring (denoted by HE) admit the generalized universal covering. The endpoint projection map p H is lpc 0 -covering map if and only if it has the unique path lifting property [8, Lemma 5.9] . Moreover, Brazas in [8, Lemma 5.10] has verified that any lpc 0 -covering map p :X → X is equivalent to the endpoint projection map p H , where H = p * π 1 (X,x 0 ) forx 0 ∈ p −1 (x 0 ). Hence, the map p H :X wh H → X is a good candidate for study any lpc 0 -covering subgroup H of π 1 (X, x 0 ).
The concepts of homotopically Hausdorff relative to H and homotopically path Hausdorff relative to H are related to p H which are appeared in [16, 9] . Proposition 1.3. Let (X, x 0 ) be a path connected space.
(i) If the endpoint projection p H has the unique path lifting property then X is homotopically Hausdorff relative to H.
(ii) If X is homotopically path Hausdorff relative to H then the endpoint projection p H has the unique path lifting property.
In the case H = 1, Virk and Zastrow gave an example of X in which X is homotopically Hausdorff but it does not admit the generalized universal covering space [26] . Therefore these two concepts are not equivalent, in general. In Section 2, we show that if X is H-SLT at x 0 , then these two concepts are equivalent, when H is a normal subgroup. Indeed, we find a condition under which we can answer to the converse of parts (i) and (ii) of the above proposition.
It is known that fibers of semicovering maps are discrete [7] . Note that this property does not hold for a lpc 0 -covering map and even more, its fibers are not homeomorphic [16, Example 4.15] . In Corollary 2.14, we show that fibers of a lpc 0 -covering map are homeomorphic in SLT spaces. Finally in Section 2, Corollary 2.16 shows that a semicovering map can transmit the property of being SLT from its codomain to its domain.
The last section can be viewed as generalization of results announced by Brodskiy et al. [12] . They investigated relationship betweenX Recall that Virk and Zastrow in [27] studied π wh 1 (X, x 0 ) and π qtop 1 (X, x 0 ) and stated that the whisker topology is in general strictly finer than the compact-open topology on π 1 (X, x 0 ). Brodskiy et al. [12] verified that all open subsets of the whisker topology and the compact-open topology are the same in SLT spaces. On the other hand, Brazas [6] showed that π (X, x 0 ) containig H are the same. Moreover, we verify that fibers of a lpc 0 -covering map are Hausdorff. It is known that semicovering maps are lpc 0 -covering maps but not vice versa. In Corollary 3.9, we prove that the converse holds if a fiber of the lpc 0 -covering map is finite when the domain is an H-SLT space. Finally, we give an example of a space X which is H-SLT but it is not an SLT space for a special subgroup H.
Relationship Between SLT Spaces and the Endpoint Projection Map
For any pointed topological space (X, x 0 ), letX top H be the quotient space of the path space P (X, x 0 ) equipped with the compact-open topology. We denote by (p
top which its topology will be induced fromX top H . We denoteX H with the whisker topology byX wh H . The subspace topology which is induced on p
wh . It can be defined easily an action on the fiber p −1
H (x 0 ) be equipped with a group structure. Note that property of being normal of H is a necessary and sufficient condition to (p
H (x 0 )) turn out to be a group. In relation to p −1 e (x 0 ) , it is a group because the trivial subgroup H = 1 is a normal subgroup. Recall that π 1 (X,
In [12, Proposition 4.20] , it is shown that if the operation of taking inverse in π
wh is continuous, then π 1 wh (X, x 0 ) is a topological group. Similarly, we have the following proposition for (p
wh is a topological group.
Proof. It suffices to show that the concatenation operation H (x 0 )) wh . The continuity of taking inverse, applied to the element [β
H (x 0 )) wh , implies the existence of a neighborhood V of x 0 such that for any loop γ in V the inverse of
and hence the concatenation operation is continuous.
Small loop transfer spaces appeared for the first time in [12] . In this section, we introduce a relative version of this notion and show that this new notion will be used to give an answer to the converse of Proposition 1.3. Definition 2.2. Let H ≤ π 1 (X, x 0 ), then we say that the topological space X is an H-SLT space at x 0 , if for every path α begining at x 0 and for every open subset x 0 ∈ U there is an open subset α(1) ∈ V such that for every loop β in V based at α(1), there is a loop γ in U based at x 0 such that [α * β * α
It is easy to see that every SLT at x 0 space is an H-SLT at x 0 , where H is the trivial subgroup. Note that the converse does not hold in general (see Example 3.10) .
Using the technique of the proof of Proposition 2.1, we can prove the following corollary. In fact, the property of being H-SLT at x 0 will be used in the proof of the continuity of the inverse map.
Corollary 2.3. Let H be a normal subgroup of π 1 (X, x 0 ) and X be an H-SLT at
is the set of right cosets of H in π 1 (X, x 0 ) (see [11, 19] 
Moreover, this result hold for
if X is locally path connected (see Corollary 3.2). As a special case, if X is an SLT space at x 0 , then π wh 1 (X, x 0 ) is a topological group (see [12, Theorem 4.12] ).
Let H ≤ π 1 (X, x 0 ). Recall that X is said to be homotopically Hausdorff relative to H if for every x ∈ X, for every α ∈ P (X, x 0 ) with α(1) = x, and for any g / ∈ H, there is an open neighborhood U g of α(1) in which there is no loop γ : (I,İ) → (U g , α(1)) such that [α * γ * α −1 ] ∈ Hg(see [16, p. 190] ). Note that X is homotopically Hausdorff if and only if X is homotopically Hausdorff relative to the trivial subgroup H = {1}. Also, X is said to be homotopically path Hausdorff relative to H, if for every pair of paths α, β ∈ P (X, x 0 ) with α(1) = β(1) and [α * β −1 ] / ∈ H, there is a partition 0 = t 0 < t 1 < ... < t n = 1 and a sequence of open subsets [9] ). Note that homotopically path Hausdorff relative to H implies homotopically Hausdorff relative to H, but the converse does not hold in general [15, 26] . In the following theorem which is one of our main results, we show that the converse holds in SLT spaces relative to normal subgroups. Theorem 2.4. Let H π 1 (X, x 0 ) and X be an H-SLT at x 0 . Then X is homotopically path Hausdorff relative to H if and only if X is homotopically Hausdorff relative to H.
Proof. It suffices to show if X is homotopically Hausdorff relative to H, then X is homotopically path Hausdorff relative to H. Let α and β be two paths in X from 1 , λ 2 ,. ..,λ n in U introduced at the first paragraph of the proof we have
Using normality of H, it is easy to show that [γ * α
On the other hand, since X is homotopically Hausdorff relative to H, there is an open neighborhood W of x 0 in X such that for every [ 
/ ∈ H which implies that X is homotopically path Hausdorff relative to H.
The authors in [1, Proposition 3.9] showed that if X is homotopically Hausdorff relative to H, then H is closed in π wh 1 (X, x 0 ), but the converse does not hold. Consider Harmonic Archipelago (denoted by HA) which is introduced by Virk [24] . The space HA is semilocally simply connected at any point except the common point of the boundary circles. By [12, Proposition 4.21] π wh 1 (X, x) is discrete if X is semilocally simply connected at x. It turns out that the trivial subgroup of the fundamental group of HA is closed but the space HA is not homotopically Hausdorff because it has small loop (see [24] ).
In the following theorem, we give an an answer to the converse of the above statement.
Theorem 2.5. Let X be an H-SLT at x 0 , where H is a subgroup of π 1 (X, x 0 ). Then X is homotopically Hausdorff relative to H if and only if H is a closed subgroup of π wh Proof. Let α ∈ P (X, x 0 ) and [δ] / ∈ H. Since H is a closed subgroup of π wh 1 (X, x 0 ), there is an open neighborhood x 0 ∈ U in X such that ([δ], U) ∩ H = ∅, i.e., for every loop β in U based at x 0 we have [δ * β] / ∈ H. Since X is H-SLT at x 0 so there is an open neighborhood α(1) ∈ V such that for every loop γ in V based at α(1) there is a loop β in U based at x 0 such that [α * γ * α
. It suffices to show that for every loop γ in V based at α (1) We can now determine characterization of T 0 axiom in π wh 1 (X, x 0 ) which follows directly from Theorem 2.5. Corollary 2.6. Let X be an SLT space. Then X is homotopically Hausdorff if and only if π
Corollary 2.7. Let H π 1 (X, x 0 ) and X be a locally path connected H-SLT at x 0 . Then H is a closed subgroup of π Some people determined sufficient conditions to conclude that p H :X H → X has the unique path lifting property. For instance, Fisher and Zastrow [17] showed that if H is an open subgroup of π qtop 1 (X, x 0 ), then p H is a semicovering and hence it has the unique path lifting property. Fischer et al. [15, Theorem 2.9] proved that if X is homotopically path Hausdorff, then p H has the unique path lifting property, when H = 1. Finally, Brazas and Fabel [9] generalized all the above cases of unique path lifting and showed that if X is locally path connected and H is a closed subgroup of π qtop 1 (X, x 0 ), then p H has the unique path lifting property. Zastrow has announced that the converse of the above statement does not hold for Peano continua in the case H = 1 (see [26] ). Note that the locally path connected space X is homotopically path Hausdorff relative to C if and only if C is a closed subset in π qtop 1 (X, x 0 ) [9, Lemma 9] . Combining Theorem 2.5 and Corollary 2.7, we obtain the following corollary which answers the converse of the above result or equivalently the converse of part (ii) of Proposition 1.3.
Corollary 2.8. Let X be a locally path connected, SLT at x 0 and H π 1 (X, x 0 ). Then p H has the unique path lifting property if and only if H is a closed subgroup of π qtop 1 (X, x 0 ).
Proof.
Let p H has the unique path lifting, then according to [16, Proposition 6.4] X is homotopically Hausdorff relative to H. Using Theorem 2.5, since X is an SLT space at x 0 , H is closed a subgroup of π wh 1 (X, x 0 ). Therefore, by Corollary 2.7, H is a closed subgroup of π qtop 1 (X, x 0 ). Corollary 2.9. Let X be locally path connected, H-SLT at x 0 and homotopically Hausdorff relative to K, where K is a normal subgroup of π 1 (X, x 0 ) containing H. Then p K :X K → X has the unique path lifting property. Proof. Since X is H-SLT at x 0 and H ≤ K π 1 (X, x 0 ), X is a K-SLT space at x 0 . By assumption and Theorem 2.4, X is homotopically path Hausdorff relative to K. Therefore, using [9, Lemma 9] K is a closed subgroup of π qtop 1 (X, x 0 ) and hence p K :X K → X has the unique path lifting property.
Small loop transfer spaces have remarkable relation with the compact-open topology and the whisker topology onX e . For example, Brodskiy et al. in [12] showed that SLT spaces are equivalent withX Definition 2.10. Let H be any subgroup of π 1 (X, x 0 ). Then X is called an H-SLT space if for every x ∈ X and for every path λ from x 0 to x, X is a [λ −1 Hλ]-SLT at x.
Remark 2.11. Recall that X is SLT space if it is SLT at x for every x ∈ X. Note that this fact is not correct for H-SLT spaces because H is not a subgroup of π 1 (X, x) for any point x = x 0 . To present a similar fact, we can consider subgroups corresponding to H in π 1 (X, x) by the isomorphism ϕ λ : π 1 (X, x 0 ) → π 1 (X, x) for every path λ from x 0 to x. We denote
Brodskiy et al. [12] defined the map h α : π
, where α is a path from x to y and showed that the path α has the property SLT if and only if h α is continuous. We can explain this result by the fibers of the endpoint projection p e :X e → X as follows. 
Proposition 2.12. Let H ≤ π 1 (X, x 0 ) and p H :X H → X be the endpoint projection. Then X is an H-SLT space if and only if f
wh is continuous for every path α whit α(0) = x, α(1) = y.
Proof. The map
On the other words, we have
H is continuous. Conversely, pick x ∈ X. Let λ : I → X be a path from x 0 to x, and U be an open neighbourhood of x. By assumption, the map f 
. Note that X is an H-SLT space if every path in X is an H-SLT path.
Semicovering maps are introduced by Brazas [5] . A semicovering map p :X → X is a local homeomorphism with continuous lifting of paths and homotopies [7] . Recall that the fibers of covering and semicovering map are homeomorphic [7] . In comparison with lpc 0 -covering spaces, there is a generalized universal covering space with non-homeomorphic fibers [16, Example 4.15] . Every lpc 0 -covering map p :X → X is equivalent to p H :X H → X, where H = p * π 1 (X,x 0 ) [8, Lemma 5.10]. Using Proposition 2.12 we obtain the following corollary for lpc 0 -covering maps.
Corollary 2.14. If X is a path connected SLT-space, then all fibers of lpc 0 -covering map p :X → X are homeomorphic.
Using the property of the unique path lifting property of semicovering map, we can clearly show that if H is a subgroup of π 1 (X, x 0 ) thenH is a subgroup of π 1 (X,x 0 ), where p * H = H and p(x 0 ) = x 0 . Proposition 2.15. Let p :X → X be a semicovering map and let α be an H-SLT path from x 0 to x in X. Then the lift of α inX is anH-SLT path inX.
Proof. Let α be an H-SLT path from x 0 to x andα be the lift of α withα(0) =x 0 andα (1) Brodskiy et al. [12, Theorem 4.11] showed that the coincidence of the compactopen topology and the whisker topology onX e provides a property on X that they call it small loop transfer, i.e, the space X is an SLT space. Also, they proved that the converse holds for Peano spaces (see [12, Theorem 4.12] ). In the following we extend these results to H-SLT spaces.
Theorem 3.1. Let H be a normal subgroup of π 1 (X, x 0 ) and X be a locally path connected space. Then X is an H-SLT space if and only ifX 
, where q H : P (X, x 0 ) →X H is the quotient map. For each t ∈ [0, 1], let α t be the path from x t = α(t) to x determined by α. For each t ∈ [0, 1] choose an open path connected neighborhood V t of x t such that for any loop β in V t at x t there is a loop δ in U at x so that [α
For each t ∈ I choose a closed subinterval I t of I containing t in its interior so that α(I t ) ⊂ V t . Choose finitely many of them that cover I so that no proper subfamily cover I. Let S be the set of such chosen points t. If I s ∩ I t = ∅, let V s,t be the path component of V s ∩ V t containing α(I s ∩ I t ). Otherwise, V s,t = ∅. Let W be the set of all paths β in X beginning at x 0 such that β(I s ∩ I t ) ⊂ V s,t for all s, t ∈ S. Given β in W pick points x s,t ∈ I s ∩ I t if s = t and I s ∩ I t = ∅. Then choose paths γ s,t in X from α(x s,t ) to β(x s,t ). Arrange points x s,t in an increasing sequence y i , 1 i n, put y 0 = 0 and y n+1 = 1, and create loops λ i in X at α(y i ) as follows: travel along α from α(y i ) to α(y i+1 ), then along γ i+1 , then reverse β from β(y i+1 ) to β(y i ), finally reverse γ i . Notice Conversely, pick x ∈ X and let δ : I → X be a path from x 0 to x, σ : I → X be a path from x to y and U be an open neighborhood in X at x. By assumption, X 
We know that the quotient map π : P (X, y) →X
is an open subset of P (X, y). According to [12, Lemma 4.3] , there are open subsets y ∈ V , x ∈ W and ([σ
The following corollary is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.1. is finer than the topology ofX top e . Since the fundamental group π 1 (X, x 0 ) is equal to the subset of all classes of loops in the setX e , one can check that the proof of [16, Lemma 2.1] holds also for π 1 (X, x 0 ) . In other words, we can conclude from the proof of [16, Lemma 2.1] that π wh 1 (X, x) and π qtop 1 (X, x) are agree when X is semilocally simply connected. Note that Virk and Zastrow [27] illustrated that these two topologies does not agree, in general. Also, Brodskiy et al. in [12, Theorem 4.12] state the equivalent condition for this coincidence.
Using Corollary 3.2, we can conclude one of the main result of this section. It is easy to see that the property of being small loop transfer for X is a necessary condition for openness of the trivial subgroup H = 1 in π qtop 1 (X, x 0 ). In the following proposition we extend this result to H-SLT spaces. . Since i * π 1 (U, x 0 ) ≤ H, we have [α * β * α −1 ] ∈ H. Thus we obtain a path Spanier group of the formπ(V, x 0 ) such thatπ(V, x 0 ) ≤ H (see [22] ). Therefore, Corollary 3.3 of [22] implies that H is an open subgroup of π qtop 1
